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In this paper, we will present a method to extract slow-motion replays in a soccer game
video. According to our observation, a slow-motion replay always happens as a single
shot and appears between two gradual transitions. Based on this fact, a video will first
be segmented into individual shots and only those shots appearing between two gradual
transitions are considered as candidate shots. There are two kinds of slow-motion replays.
One comes from a standard camera and consists of some repeating or inserted frames.
The other is from a high-speed camera with larger variation between two consecutive
frames. Based on these features, an extractor is then provided to check if a candidate shot
is a slow motion replay. Some experimental results are given to show the effectiveness of
the proposed method.
Keywords: Shot detection; repeating frame; inserted frame; gradual transitions.

1. Introduction
With the development of high-speed Internet, high capacity storage and high-ratio
compression standards such as MPEG-1, -2 and -4, people are quickly drowning in
a growing amount of available videos. However, people do not have enough time to
watch all videos in which they are interested. Fortunately, not all of the frames in a
video are worth watching. To save time, developing a method to shorten the video
by keeping the valuable and important frames1 – 8 is necessary. For sports videos,
the most valuable and important frames are slow-motion replays. In this paper, we
will focus on soccer game videos.
In general, for a soccer game video, a slow-motion replay can be generated by
frames (called normal frames) captured from either a standard camera or a highspeed one. If frames are from a standard camera, the number of frames captured
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per second by the camera is the same as the number of frames played per second; if
frames are from a high-speed camera, the number of frames captured per second is
greater than the number of frames played per second. A slow-motion replay from a
standard camera can be generated by repeating some normal frames or by inserting
some frames between two consecutive frames, called target frames. Note that the
inserted frames are generated through linear/nonlinear combinations of the two
target frames. A slow-motion replay from a high-speed camera can be generated by
dropping some normal frames.
Some approaches for detecting slow-motion replays have been presented. Kobla
et al.2 proposed an algorithm to check if a video contains slow-motion replays. The
algorithm uses macro blocks, motion, and bit-rate information those are accessible
from MPEG video. They pointed out that a slow-motion replay can be modeled
as a repetitive pattern of a nonzero number of still frames followed by a nonzero
number of shift frames. By detecting this pattern in the MPEG stream, they can
pinpoint sequences of the video where a replay is present. However, only considering
repeating frames is not enough. Pan et al.4 pointed that a slow-motion replay
happens between two normal shots. They presented an algorithm by using hidden
Markov model (HMM) to locate slow-motion replays. The algorithm only detects
slow-motion replays with repeating/dropping frames, and it assumes that a slowmotion replay always appears between two normal shots, these two points are not
always true. The reason for the first one is that a slow-motion replay may be
generated by adding some inserted frames; the reason for the second is that a
highlight action may be represented by a group of neighboring slow-motion replays
taken from different views. In this paper, we will propose a method to extract all
kinds of slow-motion replays (mentioned above) from a soccer game video.
A soccer game video consists of many individual shots. A shot changes into
another shot through a transition. There are two kinds of transitions: abrupt and
gradual. A slow-motion replay always happens as a single shot, which appears
between two gradual transitions. Based on this fact, the proposed method will first
provide a transition/shot detector to locate all transitions and shots. Then each
shot between two gradual transitions is considered as a candidate shot.
For a slow-motion replay from a standard camera, it is usually generated by
slowing the frame rate of the playback of the recorded event. In order to slow
down the frame rate, there are two different ways to generate a slow-motion replay.
One is to repeat some normal frames. For this kind of slow-motion replays, we can
find a phenomenon that shows very little difference between the original and its
repeating frame. The other is to insert several frames between two target frames.
Since an inserted frame is generated through a linear/nonlinear combination of the
two target frames, we can find a phenomenon that shows the difference between
the inserted frame and a target one is smaller than that between the target frame
and its neighboring normal frame.
On the other hand, for a slow-motion replay from a high-speed camera, it may
not contain any repeating and inserted frames, but it will drop some normal frames.
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Fig. 1.

The block diagram of the proposed method.

This kind of slow motion replays will have a phenomenon that shows a greater
difference for most of two consecutive frames. Based on the above-mentioned three
phenomena, the proposed method can then extract all kinds of slow-motion replays.
The block diagram of the proposed method is presented in Fig. 1.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The transition/shot locator
will be presented in Sec. 2. Sections 3 and 4 will describe the proposed slow-motion
replay extractor. Experimental results will be given in Sec. 5. Finally, the conclusion
will be presented in Sec. 6.
2. The Transition/Shot Locator
As mentioned previously, a slow-motion replay always appears as a single individual
shot between two gradual transitions. According to this fact, we will only need to
check each shot between two gradual transitions to see if it is a slow-motion replay.
There are two kinds of transitions: abrupt and gradual in a soccer game video. By
our observation, we find a phenomenon (called phenomenon A) that the histogram
difference between any two consecutive frames in any transition is usually greater
than that in any shot. Based on this phenomenon, we will provide a transition/shot
locator.
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In the paper, RGB color model is used, and each basic color (R, G or B) is
quantized into 16 levels. For each frame n in an input soccer game video, the
proposed locator first builds its color histogram H[n][r][g][b]. Second, for each pair
of frames n − 1 and n, the locator evaluates their histogram difference, HD[n],
according to the following equation:
XXX
|H[n][r][g][b] − H[n − 1][r][g][b]| .
(1)
HD[n] =
r

g

b

Third, the mean (MHD) and standard deviations (SHD) of all histogram differences
are computed as
s
1 X
1 X
MHD =
HD[n] , SHD =
(HD[n] − MHD)2 ,
(2)
N −1 n
N −1 n

where N is the frame number of the video.
Since all transitions only occupy a small part of the whole video, MHD and SHD
will approach to the mean and standard deviation of all histogram differences from
shot frames. Based on this phenomenon and phenomenon A mentioned previously,
for each frame n, if HD[n] > MHD + SHD, frame n will be considered as a transition
frame.
Now, we will distinguish gradual and abrupt transition frames. The main difference between abrupt and gradual transitions is the frame number. An abrupt
transition only needs very few frames (at most 3) to complete the shot change (see
Fig. 2), this will cause the histogram difference between two consecutive frames in
the transition to be larger. On the other hand, since a gradual transition usually
needs more frames (see Fig. 3), the histogram difference between two consecutive
frames in the transition will be smaller. Based on this fact, the locator can extract all gradual transitions. First, it computes the mean (TMHD) and standard
deviations (TSHD) of all histogram differences from all transition frames as
s
1 X
1 X
HD[k] , TSHD =
(HD[k] − TMHD)2 ,
(3)
TMHD =
M
M
k

k

where frame k is a transition frame and M is the number of all transition frames.
Since the total frames in abrupt transitions usually occupy a small part of
all frames in all transitions, TMHD and TSHD are near the mean and standard

Fig. 2.

An example for an abrupt transition.
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An example for a gradual transition.

deviations of all histogram differences from gradual transition frames. Based on
these phenomena, for a transition frame n, if HD[n] > TMHD + TSHD, frame n is
considered as an abrupt transition frame; otherwise, as a gradual transition frame.
Since a shot will last at least half second, if all frames between two transition frames
p and q with q − p < 15 are nontransition ones, the locator will reconsider these
frames as gradual transition ones. Finally, all adjacent gradual transition frames
will be grouped together and considered as a gradual transition, if the histogram
difference between the first frame and the last frame in the group is greater than
TMHD + TSHD. At this point, we can locate all of the gradual transitions. Furthermore, each shot between two gradual transitions will be considered as a candidate
shot, which will be further processed to see if it is a slow-motion replay in the
next section.
3. Detection of Slow-Motion Replays from Standard Camera
The frame rate of a standard camera is usually 30 frames per second, and the frame
rate of a general player is also 30 frames per second. In order to turn a highlight
action with normal speed into a slow-motion replay, the action frames should be
extended. For example, if we want to change a 5-second action with 150 frames into
an 8-second slow-motion replay with 240 frames, 90 extra frames should be added.
There are two ways to reach this aim. One is to repeat some frames in the action.
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The other is to insert some frames between some pairs of two consecutive frames.
These two ways will be described in the following paragraphs.
The first way is to repeat some frames in the original action (see Fig. 4). Based
on the fact that the difference between the original frame and its repeating frame
is very small, we can extract all repeating frames. Let NT be the total number of
pixels in a frame, (R[n][i][j], G[n][i][j], B[n][i][j]) be the color values of pixel (i, j)
in frame n. Let DF [n] be the difference between frames n − 1 and n and computed
as
1 XX
((R[n][i][j] − R[n − 1][i][j])2 + (G[n][i][j] − G[n − 1][i][j])2
DF [n] =
NT i j
+ (B[n][i][j] − B[n − 1][i][j])2 ) .

(4)

For each candidate shot (CS), each frame n in the CS is checked. If DF [n] is very
small, then frame n is considered as a repeating frame. Note that a sequence of
neighboring repeating frames will be called a repeating group.
The second way is to insert several frames between some pairs of two consecutive
frames, called target frames (see Fig. 5). Let frames p and q be two target frames,
and frames p + 1, p + 2, . . . , q − 2, q − 1 be inserted frames. Since each inserted
frame k is a linear/nonlinear combination of frames p and q, DF [k] < DF [p] and
DF [k] < DF [q + 1]. Furthermore, from our observation, we find a phenomenon
that there exists a frame n between frames p and q such that the following two
inequalities are satisfied.
DF [p] > DF [p + 1] > · · · > DF [n] ,

(5)

DF [n] < · · · < DF [q] < DF [q + 1] .

(6)

Note that both of two sequences (DF [p − i], DF [p − i + 1], . . . , DF [p]) and
(DF [q], DF [q + 1], . . . , DF [q + j]) are not monotonic, thus we can find two local
maxima p0 and q 0 near p and q. Based on this phenomenon and Eqs. (5) and (6),
we can extract all inserted frames. First, for each CS, each frame n in the CS is
checked. If DF [n] is a local minimum, then we will search two frames p and q
nearest to frame n with DF [p] and DF [q + 1] being local maximal. That is,
DF [p − 1] < DF [p] ,
DF [q] < DF [q + 1] ,

DF [p + 1] < DF [p] ,

(7)

DF [q + 1] > DF [q + 2] ,

(8)

p <n < q.

(9)

After frames p and q are found, the following two conditions are checked
DF [p] > 2 ∗ DF [n] ,

DF [q + 1] > 2 ∗ DF [n] .

(10)

If the above two conditions are satisfied, frame p + 1 to frame q − 1 are considered
as a group of inserted frames. Figure 5 shows an example of inserted frames.
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382 (the repeating frame of 381)

383

384

385

386 (the repeating frame of 385)

387
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Fig. 4. Two examples of repeating frames with the number under each image indicating frame
number.
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404

405

406 (p) (local maximum)

407

408 (local minimum)

409

410 (q) (local maximum)

411

Fig. 5.

An example of inserted frames with target frames 406 and 410.
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After all frames in a CS are checked, we can obtain the number of repeating
groups (RN ) and the number of insertion groups (IN ). If the following inequality
is satisfied
RN + IN > 10 ,

(11)

the CS is considered as a slow-motion replay.
4. Detection of Slow-Motion Replays from High-Speed Camera
A high-speed camera has the ability to capture more frames than a standard camera
in a second, thus if a slow-motion replay is from a high-speed camera, no repeating or inserted frames are needed, but some normal frames may be dropped. For
illustrative convenience, a slow-motion replay for a highlight action captured by a
standard camera is called a SMRS; and a slow-motion replay for an action captured
by a high-speed camera is called a SMRH. From our observation, we find that a
SMRH will appear in a group of adjacent slow-motion replays or appear between
two normal shots. Note that when a group of adjacent slow-motion replays exists,
all slow-motion replays in the group usually describe the same action with different
views (see Fig. 6), and there exists at least one SMRS in the group. When a SMRH
appears between two normal shots, the SMRH usually appears in zoom-in view
(see Fig. 7) and has larger difference between two consecutive frames. Here, we will
provide a method to extract both types of SMRH. Before describing this method,
we will first give some definitions.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. An example of two slow-motion replays describing the same action. Some frames in a
slow-motion replay with (a) player 6 captured from the back and player 18 captured from the
front side, (b) player 6 captured from the front side and player 18 captured from the back.
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Fig. 7.

An example of a slow-motion replay appearing between two normal shots.

Definition 1. For each candidate shot s containing frames i to j, the average
difference, ADF [s], of all pairs of two consecutive frames in the shot is defined as
ADF [s] =

j
X
1
DF 0 [k] ,
j −i+1−r
k=i

0

DF [k] =

(

0

if frame k is a repeating or inserted frame ;

DF [k]

otherwise ,

where r is the number of repeating or inserted frames in shot s.
Definition 2. The average difference, ADF , of two consecutive frames in all
SMRSs is defined as
1 X
ADF S =
ADF [s] ,
RN s

where s is a SMRS, RN is the number of SMRSs.

Definition 3. The dominant color, DC[n], of frame n and the percentage,
DCP [n], occupied by DC[n] are defined as
DC[n] = (DR[n], DG[n], DB[n]) ,
(DR[n], DG[n], DB[n]) = arg Max H[n][r][g][b] ,
r,g,b

DCP [n] =

P1

i=−1

P1

j=−1

P1

k=−1

H[n][DR[n] + i][DG[n] + j][DB[n] + k]

PN
where P N is the total number of pixels in frame n.

,

Definition 4. The main color, M C[s], of shot s and the percentage, M CP [s],
occupied by M C[s] are defined as
1 X
M C[s] = (M R[s], M G[s], M [s]) =
DC[n] ,
FN n
M CP [s] =

1 X
DCP [n] ,
FN n

where F N is the total number of frames in shot s.
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(b)

Fig. 8. Two examples of frames captured from different distances. A frame captured from
(a) long distance and (b) closer distance.

Fig. 9.

An example of a close-up shot.

Note that in a soccer game video, each slow-motion replay will have green color
as its main color. When a shot is captured at a closer distance, the percentage
occupied by green colors is smaller and the difference between two consecutive
frames will usually be larger (see Fig. 8). This characteristic will be used later.
Thus, the difference between two consecutive frames in a close-up shot (see Fig. 9)
is larger; this feature is the same as that in a SMRH and so the close-up shot may
be considered as a SMRH. Fortunately, since the main color of a close-up shot is
not green; we can use the main color to avoid this problem.
Now, we will describe the proposed method for SMRH extraction. The method
contains two phases. Phase 1 will extract each SMRH appearing between two normal
shots; Phase 2 will extract SMRH appearing in a group of slow-motion replays.
In Phase 1, for each candidate shot s, which is not a SMRS, we will first
check ADF [s]. If ADF [s] 5 ADF S, the shot is not a slow-motion replay; otherwise, we will find the SMRS sn with the percentage difference between M CP [sn]
and M CP [s] being minimum, from all SMRSs. Finally, the following condition is
checked
|M R[s] − M R[s]| < 2 ,

|M G[s] − M G[sn]| < 2 ,

|M B[s] − M B[sn]| < 2 .
(12)
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If the above condition is satisfied, shot s will be considered as a SMRH. Note that
condition (12) is used to avoid a close-up shot being considered as a SMRH.
In Phase 2, for each SMRS, each of its neighboring shots s is checked. If shot s is
a candidate one, we will first find the SMRS sn from all SMRSs with the percentage
difference between M CP [sn] and M CP [s] being minimum. Then condition (12) and
the following condition are checked
ADF [s] > ADF [sn] .

(13)

If these conditions are not satisfied, the process is stopped. Otherwise, the shot s
will be considered as a slow-motion replay, and the same process is applied to the
neighboring shot of s to see if it is a slow-motion replay.
5. Experimental Results
In our experiments, seven 5-minute video clips captured from three different soccer
games are used as testing data. The result of gradual transition extraction is shown
in Table 1. From Table 1, we can see that the percentage occupied by transitions
and that by abrupt transitions relative to gradual transitions are small, this meets
our assumption mentioned previously. All gradual transitions are detected successfully; this guarantees that all shots of slow-motion replays will be considered as
candidate shots. In video clip 5, six false gradual transitions are detected; most of
them are from frames with one person occupying most of the frame (see Fig. 10).
These false detections will not affect the result of slow-motion replay extraction; it
only raises the time spent in candidate shot checking. Fortunately, the percentage
occupied by these false gradual transitions is small.
Table 2 shows the result of the slow motion detection. From Table 2, we can
see that all slow-motion replays are extracted successfully. We also find that some
Table 1.

The result of gradual transition extraction.
No. of
Actual
Gradual
Transitions
and
Percentage

No. of
Detected
Gradual
Transitions
and
Percentage

No. of
Missed
Gradual
Transitions

No. of False
Gradual
Transitions
Detected and
Percentage

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
3(0.7%)
1(0.2%)
6(1.2%)
0
0

Video
Clip

No. of
Total
Frames

No. of
Abrupt
Frames and
Percentage

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

9256
9172
9288
9292
8554
9073
9023

38(0.4%)
44(0.5%)
43(0.5%)
36(0.4%)
23(0.3%)
49(0.5%)
40(0.5%)

31(4.7%)
39(5%)
12(1.5%)
5(1%)
6(1.1%)
37(4%)
28(3.3%)

31(4.7%)
39(5%)
15(2.2%)
6(1.2%)
12(2.3%)
37(4%)
28(3.3%)

0.44%

2.8%

3.2%

Average
percentage
occupied

0.3%
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Fig. 10.

An example of false detection of gradual transition.

Table 2.

The result of slow-motion replay extraction.

Video
Clip

No. of
Actual SlowMotion Replays

No. of
Extracted SlowMotion Replays and
Occupied Percentage

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
7
4
3
1
5
5

9(10.73%)
10(13.13%)
4(5.43%)
3(7.41%)
1(1.41%)
7(13.85%)
7(15.09%)

Average
percentage
occupied

1479

9.58%

No. of
Missed
Slow-Motion
Replays

No. of False
Slow-Motion
Replays Detected
and Occupied
Percentage

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1(0.95%)
3(1.92%)
0
0
0
2(5.95%)
2(1.24%)
1.44%

false slow-motion replays are extracted. This is acceptable since they only occupy
a small percentage.
Our experimental results show that the proposed method actually works very
well for extracting slow-motion replays from a soccer game video.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented an effective method for extracting slow-motion
replays in soccer videos. As mentioned previously, a slow-motion replay always appears between two gradual transitions. To save the processing time, only those shots
between two gradual transitions are required to be checked. The proposed method
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has provided a gradual transition detector, which can detect all the gradual transitions successfully. There are two kinds of slow-motion replays: SMRS and SMRH.
Based on the features of repeating and inserted frames in a SMRS, an extractor
has then been provided to successfully extract all SMRSs. Finally, a SMRH extractor is presented to extract all SMRHs by using some phenomena in a SMRH
mentioned previously. Experimental results have shown that all gradual transitions
and slow-motion replays can be extracted successfully.
The proposed method is very useful for both professional and general users. It
can also be applied in interactive browsing, searching, indexing and skimming.
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